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Special Issue on the 60th anniversary of the first
laser—Series I: Microcavity Photonics—from
fundamentals to applications
Yun-Feng Xiao 1,2✉ and Frank Vollmer 3

Optical microcavities confine light to small volumes by
resonant recirculation. Because of their ultrahigh quality
factors (Q) and small mode volumes (Vm), optical
microcavities have attracted strong research interests for
their unique property of significantly enhancing
light–matter interaction.1 In recent decades, optical
microcavities have become cornerstones for a wide range
of studies and applications, including nonlinear photo-
nics2–4, non-Hermitian5,6 and chaotic physics7,8, cavity
quantum electrodynamics9,10 and cavity optomechanics11,
optical sensing12,13, and in particular, microlasers14,15.
Optical cavities serve as an essential building block of
lasers from the date of their birth by enhancing
photon–material interactions and providing optical feed-
backs. In the past decades, along with the development of
various nanofabrication and packaging techniques,
microcavities with ultrahigh quality factors and minia-
tured sizes have enabled low-threshold and high-
coherence lasers down to chip scale. Meanwhile, laser
physics and applications have been greatly advanced by
exploiting the spectral, temporal, and spatial degrees of
freedom of microcavities and their rich interactions with
various materials. Nowadays, microcavity-based lasers
provide not only indispensable tools in applied researches
such as biochemical sensing/imaging and high precision
spectroscopy, but also practical devices including atmo-
spheric monitors or smart phone and computer chips that
have the potential for entering diverse aspects of people’s
daily life.

This special issue covers a series of cutting-edge works
on advanced physics and applications of optical micro-
cavities and microlasers, ranging from the study of chaotic
resonances, microcombs and soliton physics, lasers with
tailored orbital angular momentum, coherent light-matter
coupling and quantum condensation, optical non-
reciprocity, to multiplexed biochemical sensing. In what
follows, a brief introduction to each topic will be pre-
sented along with their key implications highlighted.
Observation and understanding of the cavity mode

structure and dynamics is the foundation of its engi-
neering and applications. While numerous experimental
techniques have been established to understand the
microcavity internal wave dynamics based on the input-
output characteristics, direct inspection into the black box
is always highly desired yet challenging, especially
regarding the complex chaotic electromagnetic fields of
asymmetric microcavities. Writing in this special issue,
Wang, S. et al. demonstrate a simple but robust approach
to directly and rapidly map the internal mode patterns in
chaotic microcavities16. With this technique, chaos-
assisted tunneling and its time-reversed process are
experimentally observed in the optical domain with
unprecedented certainty. This research offers a new
pathway in the understanding of the ultrafast and delicate
physical processes in optical microcavities.
The interplays between optical nonlinearity and dis-

persion, loss and gain give rise to an important branch in
microcavity photonics, i.e., the optical frequency combs,
and especially, the dissipative Kerr solitons (DKSs). DKSs
are on-chip coherent light sources with equidistant fre-
quency lines spanning a wide spectral range, which find
widespread applications in microwave source generation,
optical spectroscopy, and precision measurements. This
special issue brings up a collection of original research
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works in the field of soliton fundamentals and applica-
tions. Wang, H. et al. demonstrated the peculiar char-
acteristics of Dirac solitons in microresonators, a new type
of soliton in microresonators resulting from broadband
modal coupling, by solving the corresponding con-
servative coupled Lugiato-Lefever equation (LLE) non-
perturbatively and using the exact solution as a soliton
ansatz for the hybrid system17. The properties of Dirac
optical solitons in microresonators are important at a
fundamental level and provide a road map for soliton
microcomb generation in the visible band. Application-
wise, Wang, B. et al. established a new high-power, high
coherence photonic millimeter-Wave (mmWave) plat-
form through the combination of integrated micro-
resonator solitons and high-speed photodiodes18.
Importantly, the power level with microresonator solitons
approaches the theoretical limit of heterodyne detection,
which assumes an ideal photodiode with zero power roll-
off in its frequency response, providing a viable path to
chip-scale, high-power, low-noise, and high-frequency
sources for mmWave applications. Qin et al. reported the
realization of electrically controllable laser frequency
combs in graphene-fiber microresonators with unprece-
dented dynamic tunability19. Such realization of the
dynamic control and stabilization of the microcomb in a
heterogeneous graphene-fiber microcavity provides a new
platform for the interfacing of single-atomic-layer
optoelectronics and ultrafast photonics, and will pro-
mote versatile applications for arbitrary waveform gen-
eration, fiber communication, signal processing, and
spectroscopic metrology.
Orbital angular momentum (OAM) is another important

degree of freedom of light that has drawn a great deal of
interests recently. Besides their novel interaction physics
with matters, OAM-carrying lights can in principle support
infinite orthogonal optical modes that are feasible for high-
capacity optical communication and information proces-
sing. Whispering gallery microcavities are a natural plat-
form for generating and studying OAM light, with their
azimuthal mode number directly correlated to the OAM
number. In this special issue, Zhang et al.20 experimentally
demonstrated fast control of the fractional orbital angular
momentum (FOAM) from a vortex semiconductor micro-
laser based on fast transient mixing of integer laser vorti-
cities induced by a control pulse, which are highly desirable
for OAM applications. On the other hand, Wang, J. et al.21

explored OAM physics in exciton-polaritons, a coherent
light-matter coupled system. As Bosonic quasiparticles,
exciton-polaritons undergo spontaneous quantum con-
densation above the threshold, generating coherent light
which is also termed as “polariton lasers”. By engineering
artificial annular potential landscapes in halide perovskite
semiconductor microring cavities, they experimentally and
theoretically investigated room-temperature condensation

of exciton-polariton orbital states with symmetric petal-
shaped patterns in real space, resulting from symmetry
breaking due to the anisotropic effective potential of the
birefringent perovskite crystals. This work thus demon-
strates the feasibility of precisely control the OAM of light
by manipulating both the light and matter degrees of free-
dom in a strongly coupled system.
Optical nonreciprocity is critical for optical commu-

nication and information processing. Optical non-
reciprocal systems enforce one-way transmission of the
light signals, which requires the breaking of the Lorentz
reciprocity theorem. To date, the realization of optical
nonreciprocity generally requires time-reversal symmetry
breaking via a magnetic field or magnetic order, or non-
linear optical effects, which requires either complex fab-
rications, stringent experimental conditions, or high
power consumptions. In this special issue, Huang et al.22

took a step towards solving these issues, by proposing an
magnetic-field-free nonreciprocal system in the linear
optical regime. The authors took advantages of energy
loss, which is usually regarded as harmful, to generate
optical nonreciprocity. The energy loss introduces a phase
lag in a resonance mode, which, in an optical resonator
network, gives rise to different interference conditions in
the forward and backward propagation directions, and
hence leading to nonreciprocal transmission. This work
provides a general approach that may open new possibi-
lities in designing nonreciprocal devices.
Optical microcavities manifest themselves by virtue of

the strongly enhanced light–matter interaction, and thus
have witnessed tremendous progresses in ultrasensitive
detection of nanoparticles, biomolecules, and physical
quantities (temperature, force, pressure, electric and
magnetic fields) over the past decades. However, most
existing microsensors were enabled by tracking a single
optical mode, which limits its multiplexing capabilities.
Nowadays, the field is developing towards more sophis-
ticated sensing functionalities such as specific identifica-
tions of mixed particles, real-time monitoring of complex
physical processes, and in-situ biochemical imaging,
where it is necessary to take advantages of the spectral
degree of freedom. This special issue includes three
innovative works demonstrating state-of-the-art sensing
techniques toward this direction. Tang et al.23 developed
wavelength-encoded microdisk lasers with omnidirec-
tional emission as imaging probes to track the real-time
movements of live cells. The omnidirectional laser emis-
sion was achieved by introducing boundary defects or
scattering layers into microcavity designs. Transferred
into live cells in vitro, the omnidirectional laser particles
allow massive multiplexed tagging of single cells and
achieved continuous tracking of moving cells with high
signal-to-noise ratios for 2 h, which opens the avenue to
analyze live cell activities and heterogeneous cell
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populations. In ref. 24, Liao et al. demonstrated an optical
WGM barcode technique involving simultaneous mon-
itoring of the patterns of multiple modes for temperature
sensing. By cross-referencing the different responses of
different modes to the environmental temperature, one-
shot measurement is made possible without the infor-
mation of the initial state, which ensures high-precision
and wide-range measurement of actual temperature. In
another work, Yang et al.25 demonstrated operando
monitoring of the transition dynamics of a phase-change
material via a self-referencing optofluidic microcavity. A
pair of cavity modes are used to precisely decouple the
refractive index and temperature information of the
analyte during the phase-transition process.
To highlight the inspiring advances of the applications

of microcavity lasers in biosensing, in this special issue,
NikToropov et al.26 provided an comprehensive review
on recent progresses in biosensing with whispering-
gallery mode lasers. This review covers the basic con-
cepts of WGM resonators, the integration of gain media
into various active WGM sensors and devices, and the
cutting-edge advances in photonic devices for micro-
and nanoprobing of biological samples that can be
integrated with WGM lasers.
In summary, this special issue focuses on micro-

cavities and microlasers, aiming at advancing the fun-
damental understanding and applications in microcavity
photonics by exploring diverse degrees of freedom. We
appreciate very much the great efforts and contributions
of all authors, and hope that this special issue will
provide a good reference as well as fuel the inspiration
for researchers in this promising field of microcavity
photonics, and significant progress is still anticipated to
be achieved with more scientific groups entering
this field.
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works in the field of soliton fundamentals and applica-
tions. Wang, H. et al. demonstrated the peculiar char-
acteristics of Dirac solitons in microresonators, a new type
of soliton in microresonators resulting from broadband
modal coupling, by solving the corresponding con-
servative coupled Lugiato-Lefever equation (LLE) non-
perturbatively and using the exact solution as a soliton
ansatz for the hybrid system17. The properties of Dirac
optical solitons in microresonators are important at a
fundamental level and provide a road map for soliton
microcomb generation in the visible band. Application-
wise, Wang, B. et al. established a new high-power, high
coherence photonic millimeter-Wave (mmWave) plat-
form through the combination of integrated micro-
resonator solitons and high-speed photodiodes18.
Importantly, the power level with microresonator solitons
approaches the theoretical limit of heterodyne detection,
which assumes an ideal photodiode with zero power roll-
off in its frequency response, providing a viable path to
chip-scale, high-power, low-noise, and high-frequency
sources for mmWave applications. Qin et al. reported the
realization of electrically controllable laser frequency
combs in graphene-fiber microresonators with unprece-
dented dynamic tunability19. Such realization of the
dynamic control and stabilization of the microcomb in a
heterogeneous graphene-fiber microcavity provides a new
platform for the interfacing of single-atomic-layer
optoelectronics and ultrafast photonics, and will pro-
mote versatile applications for arbitrary waveform gen-
eration, fiber communication, signal processing, and
spectroscopic metrology.
Orbital angular momentum (OAM) is another important

degree of freedom of light that has drawn a great deal of
interests recently. Besides their novel interaction physics
with matters, OAM-carrying lights can in principle support
infinite orthogonal optical modes that are feasible for high-
capacity optical communication and information proces-
sing. Whispering gallery microcavities are a natural plat-
form for generating and studying OAM light, with their
azimuthal mode number directly correlated to the OAM
number. In this special issue, Zhang et al.20 experimentally
demonstrated fast control of the fractional orbital angular
momentum (FOAM) from a vortex semiconductor micro-
laser based on fast transient mixing of integer laser vorti-
cities induced by a control pulse, which are highly desirable
for OAM applications. On the other hand, Wang, J. et al.21

explored OAM physics in exciton-polaritons, a coherent
light-matter coupled system. As Bosonic quasiparticles,
exciton-polaritons undergo spontaneous quantum con-
densation above the threshold, generating coherent light
which is also termed as “polariton lasers”. By engineering
artificial annular potential landscapes in halide perovskite
semiconductor microring cavities, they experimentally and
theoretically investigated room-temperature condensation

of exciton-polariton orbital states with symmetric petal-
shaped patterns in real space, resulting from symmetry
breaking due to the anisotropic effective potential of the
birefringent perovskite crystals. This work thus demon-
strates the feasibility of precisely control the OAM of light
by manipulating both the light and matter degrees of free-
dom in a strongly coupled system.
Optical nonreciprocity is critical for optical commu-

nication and information processing. Optical non-
reciprocal systems enforce one-way transmission of the
light signals, which requires the breaking of the Lorentz
reciprocity theorem. To date, the realization of optical
nonreciprocity generally requires time-reversal symmetry
breaking via a magnetic field or magnetic order, or non-
linear optical effects, which requires either complex fab-
rications, stringent experimental conditions, or high
power consumptions. In this special issue, Huang et al.22

took a step towards solving these issues, by proposing an
magnetic-field-free nonreciprocal system in the linear
optical regime. The authors took advantages of energy
loss, which is usually regarded as harmful, to generate
optical nonreciprocity. The energy loss introduces a phase
lag in a resonance mode, which, in an optical resonator
network, gives rise to different interference conditions in
the forward and backward propagation directions, and
hence leading to nonreciprocal transmission. This work
provides a general approach that may open new possibi-
lities in designing nonreciprocal devices.
Optical microcavities manifest themselves by virtue of

the strongly enhanced light–matter interaction, and thus
have witnessed tremendous progresses in ultrasensitive
detection of nanoparticles, biomolecules, and physical
quantities (temperature, force, pressure, electric and
magnetic fields) over the past decades. However, most
existing microsensors were enabled by tracking a single
optical mode, which limits its multiplexing capabilities.
Nowadays, the field is developing towards more sophis-
ticated sensing functionalities such as specific identifica-
tions of mixed particles, real-time monitoring of complex
physical processes, and in-situ biochemical imaging,
where it is necessary to take advantages of the spectral
degree of freedom. This special issue includes three
innovative works demonstrating state-of-the-art sensing
techniques toward this direction. Tang et al.23 developed
wavelength-encoded microdisk lasers with omnidirec-
tional emission as imaging probes to track the real-time
movements of live cells. The omnidirectional laser emis-
sion was achieved by introducing boundary defects or
scattering layers into microcavity designs. Transferred
into live cells in vitro, the omnidirectional laser particles
allow massive multiplexed tagging of single cells and
achieved continuous tracking of moving cells with high
signal-to-noise ratios for 2 h, which opens the avenue to
analyze live cell activities and heterogeneous cell
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populations. In ref. 24, Liao et al. demonstrated an optical
WGM barcode technique involving simultaneous mon-
itoring of the patterns of multiple modes for temperature
sensing. By cross-referencing the different responses of
different modes to the environmental temperature, one-
shot measurement is made possible without the infor-
mation of the initial state, which ensures high-precision
and wide-range measurement of actual temperature. In
another work, Yang et al.25 demonstrated operando
monitoring of the transition dynamics of a phase-change
material via a self-referencing optofluidic microcavity. A
pair of cavity modes are used to precisely decouple the
refractive index and temperature information of the
analyte during the phase-transition process.
To highlight the inspiring advances of the applications

of microcavity lasers in biosensing, in this special issue,
NikToropov et al.26 provided an comprehensive review
on recent progresses in biosensing with whispering-
gallery mode lasers. This review covers the basic con-
cepts of WGM resonators, the integration of gain media
into various active WGM sensors and devices, and the
cutting-edge advances in photonic devices for micro-
and nanoprobing of biological samples that can be
integrated with WGM lasers.
In summary, this special issue focuses on micro-

cavities and microlasers, aiming at advancing the fun-
damental understanding and applications in microcavity
photonics by exploring diverse degrees of freedom. We
appreciate very much the great efforts and contributions
of all authors, and hope that this special issue will
provide a good reference as well as fuel the inspiration
for researchers in this promising field of microcavity
photonics, and significant progress is still anticipated to
be achieved with more scientific groups entering
this field.
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